Regulation of protein synthesis in heat-shocked Drosophila cells. Soluble factors control translation in vitro.
We have developed an in vitro translation system from heat-shocked and normal Drosophila cultured cells. The lysates retain regulation of translation typical of the whole cells from which they were prepared, both when programmed by endogenous mRNA and when RNA-dependent. These systems have been used to investigate the mechanism of shutdown of normal protein synthesis and selection of heat shock mRNAs for translation in heat shock in Drosophila. Supplementation of intact RNA-dependent lysates with separated ribosome or supernatant fractions from normal or heat-shocked translation systems showed the normal supernatant fraction could "rescue" normal protein synthesis in a heat shock lysate. Normal ribosomes had no rescuing activity and neither heat shock fraction affected translation in normal lysates. Reconstitution of the system from separated ribosomes and supernatant in normal and mixed combinations showed heat shock and normal ribosomes were both competent to support normal protein synthesis with normal supernatant. Heat shock supernatant did not support normal protein synthesis with ribosomes from either source. We conclude that the factors regulating translation in heat-shocked Drosophila cells are soluble factors in the lysate and that the soluble factors present in the normal lysate are dominant.